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*This steamy stand alone Gentry Boys novel is now a USA TODAY BESTSELLER!*  ROSLYNIt

was him. Conway Gentry.The boy I&apos;d known years ago - the one who&apos;d loved my best

friend and was left shattered by her death - was now a macho adrenaline junkie, an arrogant,

womanizing hustler.There was not a single good reason on this earth to fall for him.But no one told

my heart that.CONWAYShe didn&apos;t seem like my type.Snobby, boringly mainstream and

above all, tied to a part of my past I&apos;d kill to forget, I should have just had my fun with her and

moved on.Instead I kept coming back. I couldn&apos;t help it.I&apos;ve known for a long time that if

you live fast you crash hard.But I also know that&apos;s nothing compared to what love can do to

you.*EDGE is the newest addition to the steamy, bestselling Gentry Boys series but may be read as

a stand alone.*
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Wow!!!! Edge was a lot different than I expected but was still amazingly well done. The relationship

between Conway and Roslyn was perfectly written. I couldn't ask for a better story. It definitely kept



my interest and I was sad when the book came to an end because I wanted to spend more time

with the two of them.Of course we got glimpses of the other Gentry boys which made me happy. I

love seeing how the relationships grow not just between the couples but between the guys as

well.This series remains at the top of my list. I would highly recommend this to anyone.

What the heck happened to Conway's story? After reading Cross and Walk, I was so looking

forward to reading Edge and couldn't wait to be a part of Conway's journey but strangely enough,

most of the things I thought this story would deal with (as previously mentioned in the two prior

books) weren't even a factor in this story. I feel like the author lost sight of her character and since

this is the end result, I'm disappointed. Don't get me wrong, I love the Gentry Boys and look forward

to more Gentry stories, this one just fell flat for me.

I really enjoyed this book, a little on the tame side compared to the others but still enjoyable . It

seems I can't get enough of the Gentry's. I think Cora is very good at writing the interaction with the

children. I crack up every time I read something that comes out of one of those kids mouths. I would

love to see more of that in the future.

I always wait for Cora Brent's new books with the same anticipation of a child at Christmas...always

an exciting package to open and enjoy.When you stop chasing death and accept and move on from

the grief that smothers you after the loss of a best friend or a lover...life can begin again and the

journey will be well worth it.Conway and Roslyn both lost the most important person in their young

lives and being that they shared this tragedy, it was very bittersweet when they meet each other at a

party and begin, what can only be described at first as, an emotion-filled and tentative relationship.

This author knows exactly how to build a story with impact...from the descriptions of her bad-boy

alphas to the tender and passionate lovemaking and the tragic heartaches of her characters. Family

plays a huge role in all of Brent's novels and we finally get the payoff for a long kept secret and

some surprises (both happy and sad) as well. I loved the Gentry boys so much and was really

excited to finally get Con's story. Bravo on another job well done.***** 5 ***** "she brought the

sunshine back into his world" stars

This author again has brought the readers yet another great love story. Conway the sexy devilish

handsome bad boy, living in a run down historic hotel with his group of wild male friends, Kilt, Eli,

and Jackson. Roslyn the very attractive rich educated girl who turns heads wherever she goes who



lives with her bestie Emily. Two totally different people Conway and Roslyn, but share one amazing

friend who was taken from them and who has devastated them in many ways, ERIN. This was

Conways high school sweetheart and the love of his life and Roslyns best friend. Neither of them

were ready for fate bringing them back together, but once they saw each other,the sparks started

flying. This story has very happy moments, but also some sad ones that will have you grabbing a

Kleenex for sure. Absolutely loved this love story of these two and so glad that Conway found the

love of his life, Again !!!

Con is slowly getting tired of the not so straight line of lofe he has been living since he lost Erin,

slowly he is finding himself wanting what his brothers have, first he has to let them all know they are

brothers, Ros lost her best friend 10 years ago moving back she feels a littlenlost then fate steps in

and she runs into Con , he was theblove of her best friends life before she died. These two lost

souls need each other they just dont know it but fate she is a tricky little thing and always has her

way

An emotionally charged read.Conway has been living his life walking on the edge of the dark side

for the last six years. He had no real plans to ever change that until one girl he never expected

comes into his life, a girl that was best friends with Erin.Roslyn had never expected to see Conway

Gentry again. When she sees what his life has become she is sad and angry that he would hurt the

memory of Erin this way. What she doesn't expect is that she is drawn to her dead best friend's

love.The relationship between the two of them seemed to flow easily, there were a few bumps but it

was nice to see that it didn't cause irreparable damage between them.Jackson's part broke my

heart.I was glad to see we will be getting stories with the kids! Especially since a certain someone

was yet to be named.

Conway Gentry is the 6th of the Gentry boys I have been introduced to since I started this series

back in 2014 with Draw (Cord). Im a big fan of Cora Brent's work and a huge follower of this series.

HUGE. That being said, I really and truly enjoyed Edge, I just didnt get as entrenched in it as I did

some of the other books in the series. The main characters Conway and Roslyn - each had their

own unique back story, were well developed and easy to get acquainted with. This particular book

just had a much lighter feel to it than the others have. There was one spot that was angsty but even

that was short lived and relatively pain free whereas I felt it could have been developed a lot more

as I had a lot of questions regarding the situation and needed some closure. :(Maybe if the book



had been longer it could have gone into a lot more details and felt more real to me - i dont really

know, im certainly not an author- but to me Edge just felt like a really light version of a Cora Brent

book. It had a great story line and I loved getting to finally see Conway and Roslyn's story unfold,

even if it left me feeling a little slighted and wanting more. I did love the ending. :)Edge gets 3.5***

WickedGoodStars and I truly hope there are more Gentry stories on the horizon!
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